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pretensions to them. The sons of tradesmen and mechanicks who have paid
publick taxes and even may have given bread and clothes to the poor, their
sons have a right to be employed in all these stations ... wherein there is a
prospect of advancement in life....
Answer,... there are none of these poor who are, or ought to be, bred up
to such an accomplished skill in writing and'accompts as to be qualified for
any of these posts, except here and there a single lad whose bright genius...
and constant application... have outrun all his fellows.
The writer makes the usual defence for the education of the poor: they
learn to read the Bible, and a litde writing and ciphering in a servant
is useful to his master and even serviceable to a day labourer.
Why then, [it is objected] are they not all made servants either to gende-
men, to farmers or to housekeepers, why are they not bred up all to the
plough in the country, or to be mere labourers in the city, or confined to
household services or menial offices of life? Why must any of them be placed
out in a way of apprenticeship to trades and manufactures? Even this is a
discouragement to those persons of a little higher rank....
The writer says that this is done in many cases but defends 'some small
provision* in London and great towns for binding boys *to the poorer
trades such as shoe-makers, taylors, watermen, gardeners, workmen in
timber, iron, etc,*, as being more laborious and more useful than
domestic service.
The master workmen address themselves frequently to the managers of these
schools.... Let it be observed that the children of every common tradesman
are aspiring to better business: the working shops and stalls of these meanest
mechanick artificers want more hands and seek for artificers... ,103
It was agreed at the end of the century that opinion had changed, the
opinion, that is, of the social reformer. (Needless to say there were
many who were as much opposed as ever to the idea of die education
of the poor.) To quote Sir Thomas Bernard:
The absurd prejudices that have existed against extending the common and
general benefits of education to the poor, and the extraordinary supposition
that an uneducated and neglected boy will produce a mature age of industry
and virtue, are now in a great measure exploded. Switzerland and Scotland
and the northern counties of England, where the education and occupation of
youth are particularly attended to, afford very gratifying evidence of the
contrary position.»* .lfl4 '

